SECTION 4

Probes / Scales
TOP RIGHT PANEL

INSTALL CONNECTOR USING 4-40 x 0.50 SCREWS
INSTALL CAP TO ONE SCREW

MP11 PROBE

NOTE:
CONNECTOR SUPPLIED WITH WIRE HARNESS

Wrg_0004_mp11_probe
NOTE:
1. INSTALL FUSE F29 ACC 2 AND CIRCUIT BREAKER CBI 2.5A ON 1100-1 BOARD.
2. SET SWITCH SW2 (#3) IN MI12 INTERFACE UNIT TO THE AUTO START POSITION.
**MP11/TS27 PROBE WITH FADAL 3 PROBE INTERFACE BOARD 1570-I**

**Top Right Panel**

**CONNECTIONS SUPPLIED WITH BOARD**

**NOTE:**

1. SET SWITCH SW2 (#3) IN M112 INTERFACE UNIT TO THE AUTO START POSITION.
2. INSTALL THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:
   - 1. M101 BOARD
   - 2. FUSE AGG-2, F16, F28, F41
   - 3. SOLID STATE RELAY - K16, K41
   - 4. CIRCUIT BREAKER 25A - 3TB
3. TO ACTIVATE THE PROBES USE THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES:
   - MP11 PROBE = M844466
   - TS-37 = M669966
MP12/TS27 PROBE WITH
FADEL 3 PROBE INTERFACE
BOARD 1570-1

NOTE
1. SET SWITCH SW2 (#3) IN M12 INTERFACE
UNIT TO THE AUTO START POSITION.
2. INSTALL THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS
ON 1570-1 BOARD
   1. FUSE AGC: F16, F29, F40
   2. SOLID STATE RELAY: K16, K41
   3. CIRCUIT BREAKER 25A - CM1
3. ACTIVATE THE PROBES USE THE
   FOLLOWING COMMANDS:
   MP12 PROBE = M64, M66
   TS-27 = M65
SET SWITCH 3 OF SW1 TO POSITION ON
SET SWITCH 1 OF SW2 TO POSITION ON